Bee World ‐ A Phoenix Arises
The evolution of a beekeeping journal
Karl Showler, Hay‐on‐Wye, Wales, UK
The author is fortunate in having a complete set of The Bee World except for part of the first volume.
In preparing this contribution he has drawn on the originals and also on Bee Research Association,
1949‐1974, a history of the first 25 years which explores the evolution of Bee World from its early days
as part of the Apis Club.
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confused the production of the journal and the running of
the Apis Club.
When Dr Abushady returned to Egypt in 1923 he continued
to edit the journal which gently drifted along buoyed up by
the enthusiasm of Apis Club members and more impor‐
tantly he had given The Bee World an established pattern.
A format including serious original articles, précis of the
proceedings of supporting associations, with for example
“The Press Mirror” which reflected items of interest drawn
from the beekeeping press world wide, although the
bulk of the cited journals were European. In addition “Our
Book Shelf” offered book revues.
The Apis Club apiary at Benson continued in use and I
suspect the journal and the Club had financial support from
one or two wealthy beekeepers. One benefactor Richard
White sadly died in April 1926, before he could set up a
fund to support the club. His library which he intended to
leave to the Club was destroyed by fire before it could be
moved to Benson (Bee World Vol. 7, No. 11, 163).
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In mid June 1919 a new beekeeping journal was launched
by, Dr Ahmed Zaky Abushady (1892 ‐1955), an Egyptian
physician living in London who was an enthusiastic
apiarist and journalist. Dr Abushady also organized a club
for scientifically inclined beekeepers called the Apis Club
whose headquarters was at Port Hill House, Benson,
Oxfordshire. The Bee World, which was to be published
monthly, with a subscription of 2s 6d (12½ pence in present
UK currency). A page size of 200mm by 265mm was
adopted and remained standard for the first 32 volumes
(until 1951).
The old order may have been changing but the idea of an
international bee journal caught the imagination of
educated beekeepers world wide so support for The Bee
World developed in the United Kingdom, Europe and
America. Abushady, by getting involved in various projects
including the production of aluminium comb foundation
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In May 1926 a reorganization took place with the journal
being published from Watergate House, Tudor Street Lon‐
don, and in August 1926 Captain James Bernard Morgan
(1891‐1929) was appointed as editor of The Bee World in
the place of Dr Abushady. Captain Morgan did much to
stabilize the journal’s position and drew in a wider readership
with an increasingly European focus to the content. In May
1928 Morgan revamped The Bee World’s image clearing
away what by then seemed a very Edwardian, romantic,
typographic clutter. His sub‐title described the journal as:
An International Monthly Journal devoted to the
progressive interests of Modern Bee Culture.
He retained the subheadings using a modern typeface
except for the Editorial that often appeared as lightly Gothi‐
cised. There was no consistency in typography, the printer
often adding sub‐title forms at variance to the house style.
At this time the development of bee science was moving for‐
ward slowly, by modern standards, so contributors to bee
journals could be decidedly difficult and enjoyed heated argu‐
ments often over quite unprovable “facts”. James Morgan
wisely added a note of guidance to the magazine’s sub
title:
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“THE BEE WORLD gives full publicity to questions affect‐
ing the advancement of Beekeeping, irrespective of their
school or nationality and without necessarily sharing their
opinion. No literary responsibility can therefore be held by
this journal for signed or quoted contributions”.
James Morgan’s sudden death from the effects of war
wounds led to Annie Betts (1884 ‐1961), being appointed
editor in July 1929. As editor she adjusted the editorial
guidance to contributors.
Miss Betts had already established herself as an important
contributor to serious beekeeping literature. Although very
deaf she was able to read several European languages, she
had had an interest in bees since a girl. Brought up in a
family with wide engineering connections Annie Betts
herself had a sound mathematical training and so during
the First World War joined a team studying the develop‐
ment of aircraft propellers. Annie retained her interest in
aircraft into her old age. She was also a very competent
microscopist.
Annie Betts was editor of Bee World from 1929 until 1949
seeing the journal though the difficult years of the Second
World War when communication with European Countries
was progressively cut off and in Britain paper rationing,
together with rising costs, limited the size of the journal.
During her time as editor the printers of The Bee World
seem to have had considerable discretion as to the type
used for section headings, for example in the late 1930’s
the decoration round the title was decidedly austere but in
1938 the printer found some very Victorian decorations to
add to the title. 1949 was a year of change not only of
editors but also of ownership.
Looking at Volume 29 (1948), it is not clear who was the
defacto editor but Dr Crane was very much a moving force
and probably the single most influential factor. In 1949 Eva
Crane, who was then living in Hull, was fully in charge and
starting a process of modernization. The Bee World now
contained Apicultural Abstracts which, as the amount of
research needing to be published world wide increased,
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was eventually to stand alone supported by grants from
the Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux. The Bee World
was able to include much interesting material as well as
reviews of research.
In 1955 Eva Crane was able to complete a major revision
of Bee World, the “the” disappeared from the title. The
page size was reduced to 135 mm x 210 mm, with a smaller
page the former double column of text was reduced to
one. New sections such as “Notices and News” were intro‐
duced.
In 1955 it was announced that as soon as funds were
available, work would commence on the production of an
index to the first 30 volumes (1919 to 1949) covering over
4,500 pages. This index, compiled by Dr D.J.Campbell and
Mr G.P.Henderson, duly appeared in 1962 It has a preface
and user instructions in English, French and German.
In 1966 Bee World became a quarterly styled, A journal of
the Bee Research Association as it was now one of three
journals produced by the Association, Journal of Apicultural
Research, having joined Apicultural Abstracts in 1962.
The layout of Bee World was still evolving, after volume 49,
1968, the main title was now shown in lower case lettering
with small bee logos added to the boxes enclosing the

“BEE WORLD exists for the advancement of Beekeeping , and its
pages are open to all who observe journalistic courtesy, irrespec‐
tive of their nationality or opinions. No literary responsibility is therefore
taken for the views expressed in signed or quoted contributions”
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section headings With advancing printing technology the
quality of its photographs was vastly improved. Bee World
was now styled as ‘The Official organ of the Bee Research
Association’.
In 1976 in recognition of its worldwide role the Bee
Research Association added “International” to its title then,
during 1977, IBRA entered into a formal agreement with
the International Commission for Bee Botany so that Bee
World now became the official journal of that body too.
Thereafter the Journal’s masthead included the words,
comprising the official organ of the International Commis‐
sion for Bee Botany.
In 1985 Dr Eva Crane retired as Director and at the same
time handed over the editorship of Bee World to Dr
Margaret Adey, her successor. That same year IBRA pub‐
lished a collection of the editorials Eva Crane had written
during her time as Editor of Bee World. The scope of sub‐
jects covered makes fascinating reading. The collection
entitled World Perspectives in Apiculture ran to 184 pages
covering the years 1950 to 1984 a time when science was
revolutionizing beekeeping making it truly international.
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Like a phoenix which emerges from its
own fiery egg, Buzz Extra was produced
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In 1988 IBRA had three directors Margaret Adey resigned,
then just after his appointment Vince Cook died and so
David Francis was appointed in his place. The Editorship of
Bee World passed to its assistant editor, Dr Pamela Munn,
who developed its scientific content at the expense of a
more general news coverage.
In volume 73, 1992, some material was published in double
columns which gave the Bee World page a lighter look. Two
years later an article on Bee and Bee Interest postage
stamps of the world by Shaw and Ching was illustrated by
four colour plates.
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Under Pamela Munn’s editorship original articles and
features became peer reviewed also IBRA news appeared
under a section entitled “The Buzz”. Bee World, now with
its long lists of references attached to original articles, to a
large degree became a junior partner to the Journal of
Apicultural Research.
Director Andrew Matheson returned to New Zealand and
was replaced in January 1996 by Richard Jones. This was a
time when scientific publishing was caught up in the rapidly
changing world of electronic publishing. Just as Eva Crane
faced changes in the 1950s when the old, almost 19th cen‐
tury order, gave way to organized information collection
and retrieval by mechanical means so Richard faced the
use of electronic information collection and retrieval. In
addition there were fresh demands for greater economies
in journal production and latterly a shift from a declining
beekeeping world, both professional and amateur, to an
unprecedented peacetime expansion.
For volumes 85 and 86 it was moved to A4 page size with
a three column format including high quality colour illus‐
trations. However exciting these two volumes were the
reorganization of the IBRA journals to meet the prevailing
situation led to Bee World being merged with the Journal
Of Apiculture Research.
This was not, however, the end. Like the Phoenix which
emerged from its own fiery egg reinvigorated, Buzz Extra
was produced as a top quality promotional A4 leaflet. This
became a regular IBRA production running to 6 annual
volumes. At its meeting in 2009 the IBRA Council decided
that the Journal of Apicultural Research should follow the
recently launched Journal of ApiProduct and ApiMedical
Science in being produced electronically. Council also felt
that there was a case to reinstate Bee World as a quarterly
in hard copy. Therefore, Buzz Extra has metamorphosed
into Bee World with Richard Jones as its Editor following his
retirement as Director.
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